How to get CarolBrass® STYLES model's number clearly
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Product: TR/CR/PT/FL/TB
Series: 100/200/300/400/500/600/700
Outer tuning slide material:
0: yellow brass
2: Nickel silver
5: Thick wall nickel silver
Leadpipe material:
0: yellow brass
2: Gold brass
5: Sterling silver
8: Twin tubes
Bore size:
0: 0.460 in (11.70 mm)
2: 0.465 in (11.82 mm)
4: 0.470 in (11.94 mm)
Main tuning slide style:
L: Light weight (reversed)
H: Heavy weight (standard)
Bell material:
Y: Yellow brass
G: Gold brass
R: Red brass
P: Phosphor bronze
Bell size:
S: Standard (Bach 37)
L: Large (Bach 72)
Bell wall thickness:
T: Thin (0.4 mm or 0.016 in)
M: Middle (0.5 mm or 0.020 in)
S: Standard (0.6 mm or 0.024 in)
Key: Bb/C/Bb-F
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Special combination: 66/88
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Wrap style:
1: Close
2: Open
3: Interchangeable